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Start: Sunrise
It was 4:00 am, the beginning of race day. I was
relieved when my alarm went off after going
to bed at 8:00 pm, sleeping soundly for four
hours, and spending the next four hours trying
desperately to rest. My friend Shelly stayed
with me that night, and I left the chaos of my
boisterous family for a quiet room for two away
from our rental condo. Before going to bed I
soaked in my ritual Epsom salt bath. My bags
were packed and labeled, and I had with me
only what I needed for race morning.
I got out of bed and put on some warm clothes,
but I could barely stomach my breakfast of half
a bagel with peanut butter and jam, a mouthful
of yogurt, and a glass of water. I was up several
times during the night and drank a lot of water,
so at least I started the day well hydrated. The
next step was to spray lubricant all over my
body and smear myself with sunscreen. Shelly
applied the “757” tattoos on my arms and legs
the night before , so I was free to put on my
wetsuit – from the waist down only, light yoga
pants over top to protect it, and a long-sleeved
shirt and a fleece. I knew the morning would
be cold, and I needed to start out as warm as
possible. We left the room at 5:00 am to drop

off my special needs bags, and then I loaded the
bus to T1 (transition from swim to bike). Shelly
came with me, and I was so happy she was there
to see me off, and also that my friend Lori, who
was doing the race, too, found me before we
got on the bus and we rode to the lake together.
We made it to the lake with plenty of time to
spare. I had my plan. First thing was to find a
pump and put air in my bicycle tires. The bike
was dripping wet from the morning dew so,
after removing the bags from my tri-bars and
seat, I used the towel in my T1 bag to dry off the
top tube so I could tape on the gel packs I had
organized the night before. Carefully removing
them from the plastic sheet they were taped
on, I re-taped them to my bike. It worked like a
charm. My nutrition for the day! After returning
the towel to my T1 bag, I made sure everything
was in place. I looked around for Shelly and my
husband, but didn’t spot them. With about 30
minutes to go, I finished putting on my wetsuit
and put the clothes I had been wearing into my
morning clothes bag at the designated truck. I
was wearing $2.00 flip-flops to keep my feet
warm from the cool morning ground, which I
ditched on the beach before getting in the water.
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Swim: 2.4 miles – 01:37:39
BANG! and the men pros were off. Twenty minutes until my start.
BANG! and the women pros were off. Ten minutes until it was
time to get in the water. I walked into the lake until my feet could
no longer touch the bottom and allowed water into my wetsuit –
arms, front, back. Ready. Just as I was thinking I should swim out
a little further, BANG! and the race was on. Time to go. I started
swimming. There were people everywhere, with flailing arms and
legs splashing as far as I could see. If a buoy was out there, I
couldn’t see it. The best strategy was simply to follow the mass
of people. Several times, without luck, I tried to sight the buoy.
Everyone was going in the same direction, so I was fairly safe by
just following the crowd. Soon enough I saw the buoys and was
assured I was heading in the right direction. It was interesting
that whenever I got close to a buoy people started bunching up,
regardless of whether it was a corner buoy.
The swim went well. I worried about all the people but, overall,
it was okay. I stayed calm, even when some guy grabbed a tight
hold on my leg and tried to pull himself over top of me. Well,
maybe not calm, but not panicked either. I was warned something
like that might happen. I gave him a severe whack with my entire
upper body and whipped my legs to throw him off of me. The
nerve! There were a few other times when I had to kick pretty
hard to stop someone who was continually swimming on my feet,
and there were a few times when I had to take a different path to
get away from the large breast-stroking guy who seemed to have
attached himself to me. Not fun. My swim pace put me dead
smack in the middle of a lot of large guys for the entire swim.
But I was confident I could finish the swim, as I had been doing
three-mile lake swims for weeks and that training was paying off.
Before I knew it I was on my second lap and, soon enough, was
rounding the last corner and heading to the swim finish. I was
done! I remained calm, thrilled not to be cold and to be about ten
minutes ahead of schedule. It was time for T1.
While coming out of the water I took off my goggles, unzipped
my wetsuit and got my arms out, and then took off my race cap
and the neoprene swim cap I wore for extra warmth. I found two
volunteers who stripped the suit off while I sat on the ground.
Then it was off to grab my T1 bag and get into the transition tent. I
had two towels, and I dried off with one and laid the other one on
the ground. A really nice volunteer carefully emptied my bag and

race morning beauty

swim start in Alta Lake

swim finish
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laid everything out on the towel. After more lube and sunscreen I
got dressed – bike shorts, short-sleeved jersey, arm coolers, socks,
shoes, and helmet – and went to unrack my bike. It was a long run
before I could mount my bike, but so far so good.
`` T1: Swim-to-Bike – 00:09:11

Bike: 112 miles – 07:03:39
After mounting my bike I was off to the roadway where I saw a
great chalk sign from my family that said “Go Mom, Go Teresa
and Lori – SWIM/BIKE/RUN” (with SWIM crossed off). One
down, two to go. I remembered what my coach said: no food
or gels for 20 minutes out of the water; wait until I hit Highway
99. I drank some water and resisted the urge to consume a gel.
After 20 minutes I had my first gel, and then another one 40
minutes later, and then one every half hour. I drank one bottle of
water between each water station. The hand warmers – the kind
for skiing – placed in my shoe toe covers and the body warmers
placed in the three rear pockets of my bike jersey were working
beautifully. I could feel the warmth on my back, which definitely
helped after the swim. I discarded the ones in my jersey at the
water stop before the climb up Callaghan and took the toe covers
off after the descent. I might not have even needed them, as the
day warmed up quickly. Near the bottom of Callaghan I saw an
ambulance picking up the pieces of a nasty spill on the other side
of the highway where riders were on the return ride to Whistler
Village. Yikes, an accident so soon in the race. What bad luck.
The climb up Callaghan was uneventful, though that’s where the
spectator-watching was best. One guy wearing a suit and tie held
up a sign saying “go faster or the suit comes off.” Another guy
wearing bikini bottoms had a sign that said “single.” I passed lots
of other racers and watched the wild descent of the crazy-fast
riders mixed in with the riders who were slower but had been
good swimmers. A lot of people were yelling “On your left! LEFT!
LEFT!” It was scary to watch and it was also a distraction, so I went
back to focusing on my ascent. The timing strip and turnaround
point was at the top of Callaghan. Then, back down, and time for
the fun part we all just earned. I soon found myself yelling the
same thing I’d heard others yelling on my way up: “On your left!
LEFT! LEFT!” Soon enough I was back on the 99 and heading

T1 swim-to-bike transition bags

T1 - bike corral, Rainbow Park

the bike start, Rainbow Park
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back through the Village. At the first water stop, after reapplying
sunscreen, I went into the port-a-potty and discovered how gross
and wet it was so early in the race. I almost wiped out in my bike
shoes on the wet floor.
At the 99 and Lorimer I saw my family for the first time. When Matt
yelled “There she is!” the kids jumped up and started screaming
and holding up the signs they made for me a few weeks earlier.
After the Village it was a quick descent into Pemberton, with a
few hills to keep me focused. Somewhere along this portion of
the course I had a bit of reflux; after spitting it out, I was thankful
my coach had suggested packing peppermint Tums in my jersey. It
took a minute to find them, as I had not expected to actually need
them. My salt tablets were in a Tums shaker container, which
worked beautifully. I took one every hour, and then started adding
a small Tums at the same time, until my stomach settled. My bike
chain came off on one of the long downhill rides, and luckily I
realized it soon enough to pull over before the bottom; otherwise,
I might have fallen over trying to get my feet out of the clips on
the climb back up the hill. Another triathlete had pulled over near
a few spectators, and that is ultimately what made me decide to
stop at that location. After fixing the chain I headed back down
to Pemberton.
Our special needs bags were in Pemberton, and I stopped to tape
a few more gels on my bike. I quickly looked for my fresh socks,
but then decided not to bother – a decision I would later regret.
I rode out of Pemberton and onto the flat portion of the course.
At the next water stop I tried not slowing down as much as I had
been, but learned that it was hard to grab a bottle of water at top
speed! After causing the bottle to fly wildly in the air, I slowed
down for the next one. The turnaround was right where I expected
it to be, though people slowed down more than I expected. There
were spectators along the way here, but not too many.

starting up Callaghan

climbing, climbing, climbing …

After the turnaround I was supposed to eat my peanut butter
and jam sandwich but decided that was not happening. As I had
grabbed a few extra gels from my special needs bag, I skipped the
sandwich and stuck with a gel every half-hour. My stomach was a
little off; not terrible, but not interested in solid food.
On the return from the end of the road my feet got really hot and
started to burn. I was thinking, I should have changed my socks.

almost to the top of Callaghan
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I had a small tube of lanolin in my jersey and decided to stop to
use the port-a-potty and to lube my feet and loosen my shoes. As
much as I did not want more stop time, I would be worse off if
my feet were blistered before even starting my run. I took off my
shoes and socks and coated my feet with lanolin. If I had done
that when I was at my special needs bag I would have had dry
socks to wear. But the lanolin did the trick.
The course through Pemberton was curvy and hard to navigate
at top speed. I had one more port-a-potty stop before the end
of the ride. Total stop time at this point was close to 15 minutes.
I was anticipating a bike time of about seven hours, and I was
right where I thought I should be. I got back on the bike for the
final long, long climb back to Whistler. I ran out of water earlier
than expected and was not sure how far it was to the next water
stop. Then suddenly around the next corner there was a volunteer
on the side of the road handing out bottles of water as we rode
by. Thank goodness! I downed a whole bottle. I also grabbed an
extra bottle and poured some on my jersey and arm coolers. It
dried before I had ridden for even five minutes. It was HOT! On
this portion of the course I saw several riders walking their bikes;
clearly, it was a steep mountain climb back to Whistler.
The next water stop was perfectly timed. I was empty again. In
hindsight I should have grabbed an extra water leaving Pemberton,
which my coach told me to do. It was the only thing I did not do
as he had suggested. I should have listened! Whistler Village came
up pretty quickly considering the mountain we all had to climb to
return. It was here on my return to the Village that I thought about
how happy I was to be doing Ironman Canada. I was incredibly
happy! Once again my family was there to cheer me on before I
headed into the transition area.

Green Lake, on the way to Pemberton

Pemberton flats

The bike chute was not too full, and I managed to pass a few
riders on my way in, as they slowed down in the Village to relish
the people cheering for them. Getting ready for T2 (transition from
bike to run), I unclipped my shoes before stopping my bike. It was
taken from me pretty quickly after I got off, and the volunteer who
whisked it away pointed me in the direction of my run bag. I was
so glad to have Keep On Kovers for my bike shoes to protect the
cleats while running during transitions. I was handed my T2 run
bag and ran straight to the changing tent.
`` T2: Bike-to-Run – 00:09:38

bike finish
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Run: 26.2 miles – 04:29:51
As I stripped down and took time to lube and sunscreen myself,
the lady beside me sang, “Do you want to run a marathon?” to
the tune of “Do you Want to Build a Snowman?” from the Disney
movie “Frozen.” In a spontaneous moment I sang back, “I’d rather
build a snowman!” which caused a small pocket of laughter from
those around us.
Check: fresh clothes, running shoes, hat, and watch. Time to go.
It was almost 4:00 pm. My run start was more of a jog, but my
legs felt good as I left T2. I thought, I only have to run a five-hour
marathon to make my 14-hour goal. It should be doable.
I heard my husband yell, “Wow, that was a fast transition!”
and suddenly everyone knew my name. I looked around to see
who these people were, until it dawned on me that my name
was printed on my race bib. After a while I stopped looking at
the folks cheering along the path. I loved the cheers, and they
definitely helped, but looking at people and thanking them was
too distracting.
Later I saw and heard Shelly cheering me on. At mile four she
started to yell “You look great!” but changed it to something else
before “great” quite made it out of her mouth. I started laughing
so hard inside and wanted to yell back, “Not to worry! I do look
great and l love you anyway!” I remembered the story of Shelly’s
friends telling her she looked great on her Ironman run and how
mad it made her, as she felt like crap at that moment, not great.
Shelly helped me up the hill by telling me to keep my head down
and to dig deep. On the back side of Lost Lake, at about mile
six, someone yelled, “You’re almost done!” I turned to the guy
running up the hill beside me, “They have obviously never done
an Ironman before. What the heck, we are only just beginning!”
We both laughed, and it helped us tackle our hill.
I was most nervous about the run; perhaps odd for a runner to
say, but it was my biggest unknown. Though I did do a couple of
marathons before I had kids, I ran 13.1 miles only once during my
training for the Ironman. I kept in mind what my coach said many
times: “You are a runner. When the time comes, you will run
because you know how to run.” I also repeated my run mantra in
my head: Stick with the plan. The plan was to run the run and to
walk the water and nutrition stations.

running past Nicolas North

Green Lake

digging deep, uphill
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When I went to pull out a salt tablet at the first station I discovered
they were not on me. A quick panic, a handful of chips, and then
some water. Yuck. That was not going to work. As I continued on,
I started to think through my backup plan. Hmm, What was Plan
B? There was salt in my special needs bag, so I’d have salt within
a few hours. The chips were not going to work, so I considered
something my brother had said: He used Gatorade, as someone
had figured it out as a formula of salt, water, and sugar for him.
Okay, it was time to try the Perform drink at the next aid station.
As I approached, I started double-fisting it – one glass of water,
one glass of Perform. After a few more nutrition stops I started
to feel a little sluggish and decided I needed some gel. So then
I switch to gel and water for a couple of stops, and then coke
and water, and that’s how the race went: double-fisting at every
nutrition stop.
Early in the run I passed my friend Lori, but it had not yet occurred
to me to ask her for salt. On the way back from the Green Lake
turnaround point, however, I realized she might have extra. When
I saw her again, knowing we were using the same pills, I bummed
a salt tablet from her. I felt great relief and made it the rest of
the way to my special needs bag on Perform, Coca-Cola, water,
and gels. My legs felt good, and as I got closer into the Village I
relished the crowd. People were excited, the music was blaring,
and everyone was having a good time – cheering all of us on as
we passed by. My favorite location was the wild party at Nicholas
North (which is where Matt and I were married in 2000). The
music was pumping and people were dancing wildly and drinking
lots of beer and wine. And, of course, I loved running past my
family and friends and giving them high-fives!
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in the chute …

finishing sprint …

Getting to my special needs bag marked the half-way point in my
run. I was very happy with how good I felt and started to realize I
would make my 14-hour goal. Yay! The second half of the run was
fairly uneventful, though my right knee was bothering me quite a
bit. At the time I wasn’t sure why, but it turned out that I banged it
several times on my aero bars during the bike ride. I had a goodsized bruise, but the damage was superficial.
At my last nutrition station my husband yelled to me that I was
almost done and that there was no time to stop and pee. I threw
my water at him! People in the crowd started laughing, and then
I was off once again.

… strong and happy!
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Looking at my watch, I saw that 13.5 hours was within reach. I
started to pick up the pace and then I booted it in the finishing
chute as I watched the overhead clock ticking … 13:29:30 … all
the way to 13:29:58. In hindsight it might have been fun to relish
the crowd during the last 100 feet of my run, but my track bunny
kicked in when I saw the clock!

Finish: Sunset
Crossing the finish line just seconds before 8:30 pm, I heard those
hard-won words being announced:
“Teresa Martineau, you are an Ironman.”
I did it. I felt great, and I was super happy.
A nice volunteer attached herself to me and gave me a space
blanket. She tried to usher me over for a photo, but I was too busy
giving and getting big family hugs across the fence.
After I made my way out into the crowd and signed up for a
massage, I sat down, took off my shoes, and was surrounded by
cherished family and friends. I drank a ton of water, but was not
the least bit interested in food. It was about an hour before I got
my massage, and then we all headed back to the condo; me to my
private room with Shelly.
I was wiped out.
I forced myself to eat a little yogurt, and Shelly gave me some
soda pop for a sugar boost. Then I took a short ice bath, crashed
into bed around 10:30 pm, and slept until 6:00 am. It was the best
sleep I’d had in months, if not in a year, though I woke up several
times and had to pee a lot. All that water and salt still had to make
its way through my system. The next morning I took another ice
bath and managed to stay in for the designated 10 minutes.
I called my husband and everyone was up, so we all walked into the
Village. I picked up some of the Ironman finishers’ paraphernalia
and then we returned to the condo for a celebration breakfast
with everyone who had come to Whistler to cheer me on.
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I want to acknowledge all of those
who were on my race preparation
team and who were tremendously
strategic in helping me succeed in my
Ironman goal. First, I want to thank
my husband Matt and my children
Cameron, Caitlyn, and Morgan for
allowing me the time to train and for
pitching in to help run the household
while I played/trained. I also want
to express deep appreciation for
my coach, Michael Covey, who put
together my training plan and worked
with me to physically and mentally
prepare for the race. I want to thank
my friends – especially Shelly, Gina,
and Lori – with whom I was sometimes
able to work out. And I am so grateful
to everyone who helped me to stay
healthy and free of injury during
my training: sports medicine doctor
Ghislaine Robert; physical therapists
Patrick Wettach, Shelly Hack, Katrina
Vogel, and Bret Swigard; chiropractor
Karen Shepard; and my massage
therapist Dorothee Whil. Finally, I
want to thank my brother David, who
I called often to talk about my training
and to gain insight from his Ironman
experiences. I am so fortunate to have
found such a great support crew for

I was elated.

my Ironman journey.

